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HOW TO PLAY THE LOTTERY FOR FREE
You’ve probably played countless lottery games and spent a small fortune in the process with little or no success. Well now you could radically improve your
chances of success in an e-Lottery syndicate.

Wherever you are in the world you can play e-Lottery – a proven winner that massively increases your chances of winning two of the richest, lump sum, tax-
free lotteries in the world; The UK National Lotto and the European lottery Euro Millions.

Since our launch in April 2002 we’ve paid out millions in cash, to thousands of e-Lottery syndicate members in 133 countries around the world. 

Play the lottery on your own and you only have one chance to win, but as an e-Lottery syndicate member, you’re one of a 49 strong team, increasing your
chance to win the multimillion pound UK national Lotto jackpot by a remarkable 702%.

What’s more, you have a 1 in 13 chance of winning any cash prize. The e-Lottery syndicate increases your chances of winning the huge Euro Millions jackpot
by an even more remarkable 3,600%. You also have a 1 in 4 chance of winning any one of the many cash prizes. 

So how does e-Lottery work? Well as part of a 49 strong e-Lottery syndicate, you play with only 5 main numbers, because the syndicate is guaranteed to
match the 6th number in every UK Lotto draw. And even better, your syndicate is guaranteed to match both Lucky Star numbers in every Euro Millions draw.

Exclusively to e-Lottery syndicates, you’re guaranteed to win a prize for matching only two UK Lotto main numbers and for matching only one Euro Millions
number. But that’s not all. Incredibly, when you win, you win not just one prize but multiple cash prizes – up to 44 in a UK National Lotto syndicate and up to
36 in a Euro Millions syndicate.

Ultimately even after the cash has been shares out between 49 of you in a UK Lotto syndicate or between 39 of you in a Euro Millions syndicate, you actually
win more money than you would playing by yourself in the same games and matching the same numbers.

So as you can see, e-Lottery is the smarter way to play. Not only do you benefit from massively improved chances of winning. e-Lottery takes all the hassle of
buying lottery tickets week in week out. All the latest lottery results are emailed to you and the syndicate database automatically checks your numbers. 

You are then notified of your winnings, which are sent directly to you. It’s much easier than running down to the local lottery retailer – it’s all done for you.
Plus, you can play from anywhere in the world. 

Playing in a UK Lotto or a Euro Millions syndicate, you receive 36 syndicate entries in Euro Millions for just £5 a week. Or 88 syndicate entries playing the UK
National Lotto on Saturday and Wednesday – for only £5 a week. That’s equivalent to only £2.50 per draw.

To maximise your chances of winning, you can play in both syndicates and get 124 chances of winning for just £10 week. There are no hidden costs – you keep
100% of your winnings and you can stay and play for as little or as long as you like. It’s up to you.

If you’d like further information on how we can guarantee to match winning numbers, visit the Advantage section on our website and see the mathematical
evidence for yourself.

But the benefits of playing in an e-Lottery syndicate don’t stop here. E-Lottery targets a multi-billion global market place experiencing huge growth and allows
its players the option of owning their own state-of-the-art e-Lottery website with which to tap in to this massive market and generate an ongoing residual
income for themselves as well as playing the lottery effectively for free.

For more information on how you too can make money from the lottery, visit the business opportunity section on our website.

e-Lottery is changing peoples lives. It’s certainly changed mine and I can only see it getting better as I help more people to set up their own home based
business – anywhere in the world.

 


